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Abstract
This inexpensive simple LED lightbulb breakthrough is capable of overcoming a universal human
color vision deficiency experienced by everyone, and also able to overcome green-red colorblindness
presently suffered by 300,000,000 colorblind people in homes and workplaces. For example, each
household typically employs 30 to 100 lightbulbs. The existing demand for highly efficient and longlife LED lightbulbs easily exceeds one trillion dollars. But the need to overcoming colorblindness is
much more important – and is critically important to early-life learning10 of tens of millions of preschool colorblind children and all students in general. As a result of successful clinical trials of the
lighting breakthrough by a seminal colorblindness vision clinic14, it is now patent pending in 152
countries9. The superior artificial lighting invention is intended to replace all global artificial conventional LED lighting with the most vivid color rendition known to man. Thus, the said superior LED
invention participates in the well-known trillion-dollar global stampede away from horribly inefficient
and short-life incandescent lighting, toward extremely efficient, long-life, vivid LED lighting, while
also improving education standards, and even helping to elevate human moods. All of the above can
now be achieved instantly at a flick of a light-switch, at low-cost, and without special eyewear, drugs
or, eye-surgery. The consequences of this far-reaching, 79-page color vision patent disclosure include
reduced highway accidents, higher I.Qs, higher wages, improved moods and reduced depression, and
markedly increased workforce productivity. No other company has such low-cost technology applicable to LED lightbulbs, windows, automotive windshields, TV and computer displays, and other applications. But, the company’s introductory business plan is restricted to extremely heavily advertised
direct-selling (no middlemen), targeting billions of unique and vastly superior LED lightbulbs.
Overview
EyeQ, LLC (“EYEQ”) company was specifically created to heavily fund, if not completely fund, the world’s only known
low-cost and benign water-vapor-based solution to global warming and more specifically - exponentially rising oceanic
flooding – the lethal end result of natural global warming. EYEQ is, in independent expert opinions, able to achieve such
lofty funding not only because of the shear magnitude of the global eyesight need, but also because the inventor/founder of
EYEQ is committing to place almost all of his majority shares of EYEQ company into a tax-exempt entity dedicated to
preventing global flooding. Minority EYEQ stakeholders are NOT obligated to contribute to the global flooding campaign.
Minority holders can expect to receive their normal untaxed dividend-like LLC profits, which, when received are treated as
ordinary taxable individual income. Thus, EYEQ’s main objective, from inception, was to identify an exceptionally large
project capable of generating unparalleled profits. The said human vision project meets those prime EyeQ objectives.
The unusually broad 79-page said vision technology is exclusively worldwide-licensed to EYEQ with sub licensing rights.
EYEQ is strongly motivated to nearly fully distribute (dividend) all profits to all of EYEQ’s equity holders – the principal
holder being the founder and inventor, Ron Ace, who further intends to deposit almost all of his share holdings into a tax
exempt foundation principally dedicated to rid the world of what most describe as mankind’s greatest long term threat,
namely, as much as 200 additional feet of global oceanic flooding. All other EYEQ shareholding partners have no
obligation whatsoever to participate in the latter philanthropic climate control technology. Anyone even interested in the
nature of the truly unique proposed global flooding solution may read about it here – a 54 page dissertation on mammoth
global flooding - not about minor human-caused (“anthropogenic”) climate change. The exceptionally important lethal
global flooding invention has been 10-fold improved since its original inception. Likewise the exceptionally valuable
human vision pending patents have also technically matured since the 2016 79-page patent-filing-date, as illustrated by
clicking the “Spectrally sculpted multiple narrowband filtration for improved human vision” [inventor: Ron Ace15].
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One maturing technology example relates to microscopic LED chips, located inside of all LED lightbulbs, which have
continued to improve in efficiency very close to the theoretical limits of efficiency, so that the present enhanced color
vision products have also become even better than initially intended in 2016 - and without need of the slightest changes
whatsoever of the initial extremely broad and essentially invincible human vision pending patents.
In addition, EYEQ’s continuously improving exponential rapid-growth business model, illustrated in the spreadsheet
attached pages, enables vastly enlarged market share expansion previously not envisioned. The current 24-month growth
business plan is now limited mostly by global contracted LED lightbulb manufacturing capacity, not by management or
marketing or product fulfillment limitations. The attached spreadsheet illustrates achieving only 200,000,000 sold lightbulbs within 24 months, which is less than 6% of the U.S. market size, and less than 1% of the global market size. EYEQ is
still searching for ways to increase LED lightbulb contract manufacturing capacities. Normal global LED demands are
currently so large that it’s difficult to meet higher production than sought in the business plan.
The attached EYEQ initial launch plan is largely based on: 1) aggressive nationwide direct-sales TV advertising; 2) exceptionally high profit margins permitted by the uniqueness of strong pending patents that bar competition, and; 3) the
extremely broad number of vision products that apply to the entire human population, not just the colorblind population.
Just the 12,000,000 U.S. colorblind households represent a potential 360,000,000 to 700,000,000 colorblind lightbulb
applications, not counting the rest of the 120,000,000 households able to use 3,000,000,000 more vivid color-enhanced
lightbulbs. None of the latter considers offshore colorblind or color enhanced LED lighting applications. It’s clear that
contract LED manufacturing is EYEQ’s limit to growth, not global marketing. As will also become apparent, the comprehensive 79-page filed patent is exceptionally broad in scope, and if possible, during the 24-month projection, more nonLED products might be developed or licensed. For example, color vision thin-films for billions of windows, to enhance
indoor day vision, and to correct daytime colorblindness, might be commercialize during the first 24-month business plan,
while artificial LED indoor lighting expansion is in progress. The attached spreadsheet contemplates no expansion into
non-LED products. Color vision is nearly incomprehensibly large and encompasses nearly the entire human population.
It encompasses correcting colorblindness for 300,000,000 colorblind people and almost half of the human population who
presently wear prescription corrective contact lenses or eyeglasses. It applies to all types of enhanced indoor artificial
lighting – especially LED and fluorescent lightbulbs – where no eyewear is needed. It covers enhanced daytime color
vision for the colorblind as well as enhanced normal vision by way of transforming about one trillion existing building
windows and even billions of car windows into colorblind-corrected windows. It applies to enhanced color television
screens, computer screens, and smart phone screens, for colorblind people, as well as enhanced color vision for “normal
color vision” individuals. The globally filed patent extends considerably beyond the above partial list of applications, but
the scope of this one very low-cost breakthrough invention clearly applies to countless billions of products. Note that each
colorblind person can use dozens of residential colorblind lightbulbs and dozens of simple pull-down transparent window
shades in each of the 300,000,000 colorblind residences and workplaces. The latter offers the highest impact in all preschools to college schoolrooms, since quality education is highly impaired by both genetic colorblindness and genetic
clinical depression – both disorders of which can significantly improve education and depression in schools and workplaces. There are few needs greater than improved education. Thus, EYEQ has the potential to expand far beyond LEDs.
A new DNA color vision discovery at the University of Washington has opened still another unique EYEQ high-profit
opportunity to nicely fit EYEQ’s direct TV marketing plans. DNA colorblind markers have only recently been discovered.
Thus, EYEQ could further expand the unique LED lighting plan to include DNA testing of especially preschool age
children where conventional vision testing cannot be performed. The importance of maximum education of the very young
cannot be over-emphasized. There are more than 80,000,000 US students – with particular emphasis on DNA testing of
pre-school students who cannot be colorblind tested using common visual reading methods, because 25,000,000 pre-school
(under 6 years old) US children cannot yet read. Worldwide, over 500,000,000 under 6-year-olds should be colorblind
DNA tested because early-age brain development and education impairment are at highest risk. Besides that, visual reading
test methods are not as accurate as the new DNA simple saliva tests. Young children who begin color-impaired are
severely academically handicapped and remain handicapped throughout their lives. Even the White House is aware that
every dollar invested in improving pre-school education pays back over $8 in national benefits 10. Both parents and 4
grandparents of each child now have a way of knowing their child might be colorblind, and more importantly they now
have a way to instantly correct the visual handicap at school as well as at home. Merely “knowing” about a DNA disorder
normally offers little help and is a waste of money. But the EYEQ color vision technology can instantly correct the
disability, which makes low-cost colorblind DNA testing imperative, especially for our youngest next generation, who will
become our caretakers. DNA colorblind testing can be offered by many DNA testing labs worldwide, but if EYEQ begins
DNA testing, EYEQ would only offer each positive DNA colorblind customer several free colorblind correction lightbulbs,
which no other DNA testing lab can match. In effect, EYEQ DNA testing becomes the only attractive DNA colorblind
testing source, almost like patenting high-profit DNA colorblind testing. EYEQ could easily widely televise direct-sell
colorblind DNA testing by contracting large DNA testing labs – each capable of processing thousands of low-cost DNA
tests per day for EYEQ.
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Thus, EYEQ’s powerful and versatile business plan begins with not one, but several locks on impressively large multibillion-dollar, multi-decade exclusive markets: DNA testing and considerably larger improved tangible vision product lines
– particularly, colorblind LED lightbulbs. Every five or six years, another 25,000,000 US under-7-year-olds will be born,
which allows EYEQ’s DNA testing promotion to be a continuous national campaign.
No known global competition.
As detailed in the above comprehensive 79-page global patent application (now publicly published), only one colorblind
eyeglass lens patent and company claims a modest correction of colorblind vision – namely, the California based
Enchroma lens company. However, several color vision experts insist that Enchroma technology (a $500 very delicate
multi-layer interference optical film) doesn’t work well. In fact, in 2018, a Pacific University master’s degree thesis was
published, condemning the Enchroma optics technology as exceptionally poor at correcting almost any colorblind patients.
Other credentialed experts agree that Enchroma lenses are not only prohibitively expensive for prescription eyewear, they
are also so dark, like dark low-light-transmission sunglasses, that they can only be used by some people outdoors under
bright sunny settings, not indoors. The low-cost EYEQ technology works well indoors and in bright outdoor conditions.
Perhaps the most compelling independent evidence of the performance of EYEQ colorblind technology comes from the
U.K. University of Birmingham in a 2018 colorblind contact lens published research paper authored by six scientists. In
that meticulous research project, they illustrate the high performance of the far broader applications in the pending patent
by inventor Ron Ace, who filed his patent two years earlier than the University of Birmingham research paper. Official
communications with the head Birmingham researcher asserts that the Birmingham researchers have no filed patents,
despite their unexpected reported high color vision results not only for colorblind people, but for normal vision people as
well. This is highly credible new information that the 2016 Ron Ace patent application is an excellent application in the
form of contact lenses – thus, representing just one of many other applications for 300,000,000 colorblind people, plus
many hundreds of millions of normal-vision contact lens wearing people as well. Contact lens wearers typically purchase
several pairs of contact lenses per year – making this one comparatively small eyewear application a several hundred
billion-dollar application over the life of the expected color vision patent application (150 million contact wearers x
$200/year x 17 years = over $500 billion). However, the subject invention is many times bigger and broader than contact
lenses. EYEQ is currently inviting contact lens manufacturers to purchase a contact lens patent license from EYEQ.
For comparison, light-emitting diode (LED) lightbulb market applications are many times bigger than eyewear
applications, because LED lightbulbs encompass almost one trillion improved human color vision indoor lighting
applications over the patent life. For example, each of several billion residential dwellings alone typically require 30-100
screw-in and tubular snap-in LED lightbulbs. Commercial settings require as many or more LED lightbulbs. Significantly
higher color vision in commercial settings leads to significantly higher labor productivity, and only days to recover color
lighting costs. This one artificial LED lighting application, as detailed in the above patent document, extends far beyond
residential and commercial lighting, and it represents a theoretical several hundred-billion-dollar application over the
patent life, with no known indoor or outdoor artificial lighting competition.
Likewise, color-enhanced natural lighting applications are equally large. The pending patent also applies to all residential,
and commercial windows, including vehicular windows and especially windshields. The invention illustrates the means to
place a permanent transparent thin film on each window – or a pull-down transparent window shade on each window – to
accomplish two important objectives: First, all pre-filtered natural light entering a building or a vehicle illuminates all
interior objects with much better warm-white color lighting, without need of any eyewear. Second, viewing the outside
world through pre-filtered windows creates full color vision of outdoor objects for the colorblind population and more
vivid color vision for everyone else. This window feature of the invention applies to over five billion vehicle windows plus
several hundred billion dwelling windows. Thus, the invention envisions vivid daytime and nighttime vision, without the
need of eyewear, and with no known business competition.
In early 2018, University of Birmingham contact lens researchers were put on notice of the 2016 filed patent that contains
contact lens applications. Also in early 2018, the Pacific University published a master’s degree thesis research paper that
soundly condemned the only other known colorblind correcting eyeglass lens technology, which the present inventor also
condemned in the 2016 patent application. Moreover, in 2018, it was learned that DNA colorblind markers have been
discovered and if parents EYEQ saliva-DNA test their young children, then EYEQ can start to supply each positively
tested household several colorblind LED lightbulbs free of charge to instantly correct the household vision disability.
Finally, in 2018, DNA markers for chronic depression were discovered. The worst kind of potentially lethal depression can
now be detected – even at early stages of pre-school life. The subject 2016 patent application makes special note of the
invention’s ability to improve moods, which is, by definition, “reduced depression.” Thus, it is EYEQ’s hopes to doubleDNA test each saliva sample for colorblindness and for chronic depression DNA markers, to inform parents and
grandparents of the potential double lifelong educational impairments facing their young children.
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An exponentially rapid EYEQ business plan rollout
A quite unique rapid growth television based direct sales campaign is illustrated in the attached conservative spreadsheets.
EYEQ recognizes worldwide television advertising as the lowest cost mass media access – far more effective and
lucrative than print, internet, and radio advertising. EYEQ also recognizes Crowdfunding as a powerful productintroduction method. Crowdfunding is practiced worldwide by at least 24 crowdfunding companies, which provide internet
hosting and which charge a high commission for each sale. All of the long-product-delivery crowdfunding companies
strongly advise each client to heavily internet promote their funding campaign or, face utter failure. Crowdfunding heavily
relies on low-cost advertising. EYEQ is initially combining the unique powers of crowdfunding, plus the unique powers of
TV advertising to greatly enhance the first few introductory months of EYEQ’s eyesight campaign. As time passes and
actual products begin to be delivered, the ordinary long-delivery aspects of crowdfunding automatically vanish and fast
product delivery becomes the norm. The attached spreadsheet business plan illustrates the only known combined TVpromoted crowdfunding product-introduction plan that automatically transitions itself into a regular fast delivery company.
EYEQ plans to create its own, commission-free, crowdfunding platform, hosted by Godaddy company, not hosted by one
of the high-commissioned 24 crowdfunding companies. EYEQ also plans to generate the essential high traffic to its own
web-based platform by way of low-cost TV mass-media advertising.
It’s important to draw large distinctions between widely-mistaken so-called “free” internet viral effects, and the guaranteed
reaches of television promotions. “Free” internet viral effects are very rare and far too risky to gamble on. Paid internet
advertising is also much more expensive than comparatively low-cost paid TV advertising. Moreover, internet-generated
traffic often is limited to only “millions” of impressions (viewers), whereas TV impressions can literally generate billions
of impressions (exposures). Clearly, EYEQ has chosen the obvious winning combination of TV-promotions and
crowdfunding introductions, where crowdfunding practices automatically transform into normal fast product deliveries.
However, the most important feature of EYEQ’s business plan is the pronounced exponential growth opportunity of
unique self-hosting a heavily TV-promoted website. Aside from zero commissions of self-hosting, cashflow to such a
website usually takes place within minutes of running each televised commercial. As shown in the attached spreadsheet,
TIME is essential to the profound nature of exponential business growth. Each time a TV commercial blitz is conducted,
cashflow rapidly occurs, more TV ads can be run within days, not months. Therefore, when this exponential feature was
discovered, it was quickly realized that many more commercials could be packed into a shorter time period. The attached
exponential character spreadsheets illustrates the profound effects, unique to EyeQ. For one example, it illustrates how a
small product price hike can exponentially rapidly increase profits by many hundreds of percent in a relatively short time.
The result of combining all of the above well-known advertising effects into a single business plan become vivid in the
attached charts. Moreover, each of the individual components in the exponential charts is intentionally as conservative as
possible. Sales responses to advertising are minimized, TV costs are intentionally exaggerated, and product manufacturing
costs are maximized, to demonstrate some of the conservative, but still explosive, features of “compound advertising.”
Each business plan chart begins in week-one, when commercials start airing. Not illustrated are several preceding months
to produce the video commercials and to produce the elaborate website, to be created by Godaddy for EYEQ and hosted by
Godaddy. Product mass-production will take place months, not days, after the commercials start airing. That’s the inherent
nature of crowdfunding launches – namely long product delivery times. It is emphasized that EYEQ’s products cannot be
purchased elsewhere. Of course, reasonable initial long delivery times will be made clear to consumers up front. Early
purchases will be served first. Consumers will be continuously updated of the progress toward delivery. These are also
normal crowdfunding practices. Later, when manufacturing catches up, normal fast delivery will automatically begin.
Contract LED bulb manufacturing almost has no other option than Asian LED lightbulb companies. Cost effective
worldwide product shipping and inventory storage can also be locally contracted in Hong Kong. One such large worldwide
Hong Kong based shipping specialist is “Flowship.”
Market Statistics
Colorblind lightbulbs (more broadly color enhancement for everyone) are the initial major focus of the EYEQ business
plan, for several reasons:
1. There are 13 million US colorblind households, each capable of consuming 30-100 longlife colorblind LED lightbulbs –
a U.S.A. LED lightbulb potential of 90 million colorblind LED bulbs (>$1 billion US market size, plus over 10x larger
global LED colorblind household potential). This is particularly important to the 25 million under 6-year old households.
2. Global colorblind LED lightbulbs for 300,000,000 colorblind households can exceed 20 times the US $1 billion market
size or, $20 billion – just to address residential colorblindness issue. Office and commercial colorblind applications
are as much as double $20 billion for colorblind workplace remedies. Simple color “enhancement” (and thus, increased
workforce productivity) is potentially 12 times $40 billion or, over $500 billion.
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3. School enhanced artificial lighting is vital to education in several ways, not just for higher colorblind education.
Improved moods and reduced depression are believed to be major contributors to advanced education. About 80,000,000
students in the USA alone can benefit with better education via advanced artificial color lighting. The US education
standing is number 14 on a world education comparison basis. The present invention is expected to catapult that U.S.
education standing relatively inexpensively compared to all other proposed Department of Education proposals.
4. The entire world is racing at high speed to make a complete transition to highly efficient LED lightbulbs because LEDs
have graduated to near theoretical maximum efficiencies and long life as well 12. EYEQ intends to be part of that multitrillion-dollar global LED revolution. It’s helpful to know that even LEDs do not last more than roughly 15 years, not the
hyped “100,000 hours.”12 Thus, EYEQ hopes to play a big part of the multi-decade ongoing LED revolution, and even play
a much larger role if another existing (on paper) EYEQ 500,000-hour (57 year) LED invention is filed12 soon.
Colorblind windows (more broadly, color window enhancement for everyone) are a second major focus of the EYEQ
business plan for several reasons:
a. There are roughly 100 glass windows for every person. Thus, roughly 300 billion windows can, in theory, be colorvision-improved via a thin film adhered to each window or, optionally, via a thin film transparent pull-down window shade
added to each window. This new window vision improvement offers two surprising benefits. Vision of outdoor objects is
more colorful, and outdoor light that enters a building is pre-filtered light that makes all indoor objects more colorful. The
double effect has positive effects on improved moods and reduced depression, not to mention marked cosmetic improvements and profound improvements on workforce productivity. The thin film window treatment market size computes to
roughly 300 billion windows times an arbitrary $50 per window or, roughly a $15 trillion theoretical maximum. Only a
very small fraction of such a large market size is still quite large – especially for the workforce improvement application.
b. One specific glass window application is particularly important and even “vital” – namely, the automotive and vehicle
window applications. Most countries do not even allow colorblind people to have a driver’s license. China alone has a
50,000,000 colorblind population barred from driving. If windshields were made with the present invention’s thin film
laminate, similar to present-day shatter-resistant windshield laminates, millions more drivers could contribute to the global
economy, not to mention prevent many thousands of highway accidents annually. One published study likened colorblind
driver accidents to alcohol-inebriated drivers. Many millions of existing American car windows can be retrofitted with
colorblind thin films, and millions more new common laminated safety-glass vehicle windows can be manufactured with
built-in colorblind correction. A result would be thousands of lives saved and countless millions reduced accident claims.
c. As with LED lighting, school rooms, offices, and residential windows can be thin-filmed or pull-down-shaded to
improve daytime color vision and human productivity. Thus, improved daytime window lighting features have many
upside educational benefits.
d. Thin films of the present invention on 760 million TV screens, 2 billion smartphone displays, and billions of computer
screens add to literally billions more applications, such as color movie screens and theatrical lighting for the 300,000,000
colorblind population. The EYEQ invention even applies to inks and paints and highly advanced color video cameras.
The 24-month business plan chart below touches on only a small percentage of the numerous other applications in the 79page worldwide pending patent. The few applications that are projected illustrate a conservative growth plan. It must
remain conservative mainly because vendors of the EYEQ products will have considerable difficulty keeping up with
excessive TV advertising. Thus, TV advertising will be geared to suppliers of DNA testing and manufacturers of LED
lightbulbs and window products. The business plan chart is geared to what is believed to be achievable. For one example,
DNA testing machines (such as Agena’s $240,000 automated DNA sequencer machines) can perform up to 9,000 DNA
tests per day. LED manufactures are currently hard pressed to produce global demand quantities at this time. EYEQ must
not exceed supply chains. The chart below is an attempt to balance achievable manufacturing with profound demands.
Limited patent sub-licensing plans
The worldwide patent pending EYEQ technology is exceptionally broad, coving many fields of human vision, including
contact lenses, eyeglasses, artificial indoor illumination, improved daylight illumination, enhanced electronic displays,
cameras, flashlights, automobile windows, and other applications. EYEQ is presently in early phases of licensing contact
lens companies – which is one example of many multi-billion-dollar applications of the subject invention. Such a contact
lens patent license may take the form of high annual royalty income to EYEQ or, preferably, a one-time, up-front, paid in
full, contact lens license. Such a contact lens license would open a door for contact lens manufacturers to annually serve
some portion of 300,000,000 new colorblind customers, and to expand their present approximate 150,000,000 contact lens
wearer market with enhanced color premium value contact lenses. EYEQ is offering a license to several contact lens
manufacturers or, optionally, the most valuable premium “exclusive license,” to just one contact lens company. Such a
premium-value exclusive license has the power to dramatically increase the market share of one exclusively licensed
contact lens manufacturer. EYEQ is not projecting licensing income herein because complex licensing terms and
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conditions must first be negotiated. However, it is emphasized that contact lens applications represent a multi-hundredbillion-dollar market potential over the full patent licensing life. Moreover, as cited herein, the University of Birmingham
published in 2018 their thoroughly researched and clinically trialed contact lens technology - patented by EYEQ without
Birmingham’s knowledge. EYEQ’s technology was filed in 2016 before Birmingham published in 2018 – ironically, about
the same time that EYEQ’s patent was also published in 2018. It’s been officially confirmed that Birmingham has no
patents pending and no rights on the subject invention. Thus, EYEQ is deemed free to license contact lenses now. In
conclusion, EYEQ income projections below are expected to profoundly increase if contact lens licensing income is added.
EYEQ is particularly interested in early-stage automobile window and windshield colorblind licensing. The EYEQ
technology applies both to aftermarket thin film treatments of billions of existing vehicle windows as well as billions of
new color-enhanced vehicle windows, especially for the hundreds of millions of colorblind people who are presently
barred in most countries from even having driver’s licenses. For example, 50 million colorblind Chinese are barred from a
driver’s license. The global economic impacts on more drivers per country is beyond the scope of this market estimate.
What is clear is that EYEQ does not intend to become a highway vehicle window manufacturer but does hope to license
existing vehicle window manufacturers to produce premium-value windows. Similarly, the EYEQ income projections
herein do not include any vehicular licensing income, for the same reasons given for contact lens income projections.
Licensing negotiations are too complex to speculate here. What is vividly clear at this time is that vehicle window
applications are vital to that industry and can significantly increase EYEQ income projections provided below. One EYEQ
intention is to approach Chinese private equity companies to license auto window manufacturing11.
It should be re-emphasized that the business plan charts represent only a small fraction of the much broader vision
technology encompassed in the filed patents. Only LED lightbulbs to a small fraction of the population are projected
in the attached abbreviated chart. The full potential of the technology is beyond the scope of the abbreviated 24month business plan.
Disbursement of earnings
It is important to equity holders to know that limited liability companies (LLCs) do not pay income taxes and they
normally disburse (dividend) most of their earnings to shareholders, which is EYEQ intensions. Much later, EYEQ
founders would like to go public to wide audience of equity partners. However, such subjects are far too early and
speculative at this early stage. It is sufficient to disclose in the attached earnings projections, the expected earnings per
share (“EPS”).
By no means does the business plan intend to slow after 24 months. As indicated, the growth potential beyond 24 months is
still more than 1000-fold higher. After all, the very broad vision industry is a potential multi-trillion-dollar industry, as
detailed in the pending patent documents. Moreover, advertising – the eternal key to success – absolutely does not end with
television advertising. It cannot be emphasized enough how many more advertising media exist that are not even touched
on in the attached business plan chart. For example, radio and print media advertising and dozens of social media methods
are not represented. The charts mainly focus on just a small portion of the U.S. LED lighting markets. EYEQ recommends
NOT over-exploiting advertising media for fear of creating demand that can easily exceed realistic manufacturing supplies
– particularly the already taxed LED supply channels. However, in years following the rapid 24-month plan shown, EYEQ
does very much intend to greatly expand its limited TV advertising to almost all other media options – including offshore
media expansion. The multi-year expansion plan targets at least 100 times larger revenue generation than the 24-month
launch illustrated.
No significant health regulatory impediments are expected because genetic vision disabilities are not diseases, which are
what health regulators almost totally focus on. Creating improved lighting and better color rendition for a genetic disorder
is certainly not a disease “cure”. The FDA states that “only pharmaceuticals can cure diseases.” Thus, EYEQ’s technology
does not “cure” vision disorders. EYEQ’s technology only “corrects” vision disabilities. According to the
National Institutes of Health, colorblindness is the largest vision disorder yet uncorrected. EYEQ plans to offer many
means to correct colorblindness without pharmaceuticals, and in most cases, even without contact lenses or eyeglasses.
Business risk analysis
No investment whatsoever is 100% risk-free. A partial risk discussion is provided below.
Television-advertised DNA testing is not included in the attached 24-month business plan. If or when EYEQ decides to
offer DNA testing on young children, it will need modest FDA approval. Despite FDA’s historical approvals of television
advertising of “low-risk,” and “non-disease” parental DNA testing, and FDA’s approval of televised ancestry DNA testing,
there is no guarantee that the FDA will approve television advertising of EYEQ’s plan to TV-advertise colorblind “low
risk” genetic DNA testing. DNA colorblind testing using Agena Biosciences MassArray DNA sequencing laboratory
equipment has been proven on more than 1,000 human saliva samples by the University of Washington, which is believed
to be sufficiently credible for FDA clearance. However, until the FDA reviews and clears the prior large-scale DNA testing
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publications, there is no certainty that the FDA will approve EYEQ’s intention to contract one or more certified DNA labs
(such as LabCorp) to perform EYEQ’s outsourced DNA testing plan.
Publicly advertised international DNA colorblind testing regulations for each country are presently unknown. Thus, despite
the stated benign “low-risk” nature of EYEQ’s DNA testing, it cannot be said or assumed that other countries will allow
EYEQ to publicly advertise colorblind testing. No international advertising or DNA testing barriers are known at this time.
There are no known barriers to publicly advertising superior LED lighting or spectral filtering of light in any country,
especially in the US. Lightbulb manufacturers presently offer an unlimited variety of lighting color temperatures, hues, and
color-rendition filtered light. No one offers the EYEQ spectrally sculpted technology that can correct colorblindness.
However, because offshore country artificial indoor lighting or window daylight lighting regulations are unknown at this
time, no offshore business plan projections are being offered in EYEQ’s 24-month business tables. All of the spectral
products, including contact lenses and eyeglasses and sunwear, are believed to be generally “510K pre-approved” by FDA
in the USA (and worldwide). It is believed that only relatively straightforward minor FDA pre-market filings to the FDA
for eyewear are required by EYEQ licensees. Such filings, if any, will be the task of licensed eyewear manufacturers.
Patent licensing plans are almost entirely outside of EYEQ’s control. There is no assurance that licensees are willing to pay
the presumed licensing fees. However, EYEQ has officially contacted Cooper Vision executives – one of the world’s five
largest contact lens multi-billion-dollar manufacturers, offering to Cooper an opportunity to be licensed and even be
exclusively licensed, which would be a powerful contact lens marketing position.
The granting of US or individual country foreign patents to EYEQ cannot be assured, despite patent searches that indicate
patentability and the many highly credible experts who believe that the EYEQ technology is patent-worthy. Likewise, it
cannot be assured that all of the dozens of patent claims sought in the global patent applications will be granted by the
individual foreign patent offices. The legal patent claims contained in the original patent filing are almost certain to be
altered by each country over the very long (years) patent approval process. It is premature to speculate what patent
examiners will and will not allow.
EYEQ has consulted renowned DNA experts, profound color vision expert practitioners, and world-class human retinal
vision research scientists on all aspects of EYEQ’s subject matter. Thus far, no one has revealed a flaw in the EYEQ
technology, and no one is aware of any prior arts to deny EYEQ broad patentability, especially EYEQ’s special LED
indoor artificial lighting and its enhanced daylight window lighting patentability. However, nothing is absolutely certain.

Executive contacts: Dan Callow, CPA/CFO, and Ron Ace CEO/Inventor.
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Footnotes and references:

1. Advantages of Early Stage Pre-IPO investing: “Investing in the right IPO can result in astronomical
gains of up to 1,000% and more.”
2. 2019 or 2020 IPO plans to offer a limited number of EYEQ shares to 19 million active and retired USA teachers, plus to
23 million grandparent AARP magazine subscribers; 42,000,000 total invited potential IPO EYEQ investors.
3. Prime-time TV media advertising can be 10 or more times bigger audiences than internet audiences.
4. Global social media advertising to reach over two billion population via Facebook/YouTube/Amazon, etc.
5. Eight percent of males are born genetically colorblind… 4.3% of global 7 billion population = 300,000,000 households.
6. 25 mln pre-school young students, not yet able to take optical colorblind tests, can be DNA-tested with high accuracy.
7. Depression is a youth epidemic. 1,200 Yale students enlisted in a small “Happiness” class offering.
8. Depression is a genetic disorder, not a social disorder, and not a disease. Depression DNA markers are now known.
9. The invention, titled “Spectrally sculpted multiple narrowband filtration for improved human vision” was broadly
filed under a standard PCT (Patent Cooperation Treaty number PCT/US17/43913) in 152 countries/territories, with the
understanding that when required by PCT regulations, not all of the countries will be selected by the inventor for patent
protection: AE, AG, AL, AM, AO, AT, AU, AZ, BA, BB, BG, BH, BN, BR, BW, BY, BZ, CA, CH, CL, CN, CO, CR, CU, CZ, DE, DJ, DK, DM, DO,
DZ,
LS,
TT,
TJ,
SE,

EC,
LU,
TZ,
TM,
SI,

EE,
LY,
UA,
AL,
SK,

EG,
MA,
UG,
AT,
SM,

ES,
MD,
US,
BE,
BF,

FI,
ME,
UZ,
BG,
BJ,

GB,
OM,
VC,
CH,
CF,

GD,
PA,
VN,
CY,
CG,

GE,
PE,
ZA,
CZ,
CI,

GH,
PG,
ZM,
DE,
CM,

GM,
PH,
ZW,
DK,
GA,

GT,
PL,
BW,
EE,
GN,

HN,
PT,
GH,
ES,
GQ,

HR,
QA,
GM,
FI,
GW,

HU,
RO,
KE,
FR,
KM,

ID,
RS,
LR,
GB,
ML,

IL,
RU,
LS,
GR,
MR,

IN,
RW,
MW,
HR,
NE,

IR,
SA,
MZ,
HU,
SN,

IS,
SC,
NA,
IE,
TD,

JO,
SD,
RW,
IS,
TG.

JP,
SE,
SD,
IT,

KE,
SG,
SL,
LT,

KG,
SK,
ST,
LU,

KH,
SL,
SZ,
LV,

KN,
SM,
TZ,
MC,

KP,
ST,
UG,
MK,

KR,
SV,
ZM,
MT,

KW, KZ, LA, LC, LK, LR,
SY, TH, TJ, TM, TN, TR,
ZW AZ, BY, KG, KZ, RU,
NL, NO, PL, PT, RO, RS,

See WIPO webpages for 152 country designations.

10. White House endorses early childhood education.
https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/2014/12/10/invest-in-early-childhood-education-column/20164079/ “The most
compelling reason so many on both sides of the aisle have come together in support of early childhood development is that
these investments pay for themselves – and more. The lost opportunity when a child misses out on quality learning and
development opportunities before the age of 5 is a missed chance at reaping the strongest possible economic benefits from
investing in children and families. According to a new report issued today by the White House Council of Economic
Advisers, research shows that every dollar invested in high quality learning experiences in the earliest years of life can see
a financial return of $8.60 or more. This calculus derives from the social and economic cost savings seen throughout the
education, health and criminal justice systems. Those are costly expenditures that are burdening state and local tax payers
across the country.”
Calculation: Each YEAR, ~6 million children are born in the US and need to be DNA-tested by ~12 million parents and 48
million grandparents each year who need to know how to fix pre-school impaired colorblind education. The DNA test TV
ads can run forever - not restricted to the current 25 million kids and 250 million parents and grandparents. Assuming the
above White House $8.60 reward is true, and if all of America’s pre-school rooms are one-time colorblind-corrected, the
national rewards approach hundreds of billions per year for such a one-time relatively small classroom upgrade cost.
11. There are hundreds of nonprofit organizations dedicated to quality education that might be especially willing to fund
enhanced pre-school (to college) schoolroom vision in the form of new artificial nighttime LED color lighting and
transparent daytime pull-down window shade colorblind lighting.
12. Chinese private equity firms to vehicle license: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Category:Private_equity_firms_of_China.
13. EYEQ’s color vision inventor claims a well-researched and ready-to-file LED invention capable of over 500,000-hour
longevity, not the current typical 25,000-hour LED longevity. The invention, if valid and filed, is promised to EYEQ,
provided EYEQ executes the current human color vision invention acceptably. Such extreme-longevity LEDs are expected
to begin a new global LED replacement revolution of a trillion more LED lightbulbs. The timing is futuristic.
14. The first 2017 100% successful colorblind clinical trial of EYEQ technology was conducted by the world-renowned
Dr. Tom Azman (410-916-5387) at Global Complex Eyecare, Timonium, Md.
15. A prominent McClatchy Pulitzer Prize nominee newspaper investigative reporter (Mr. Greg Gordon 202-383-6152)
who has published several articles about highly-validated Ron Ace inventions, and is preparing to write a book on the
inventor’s hundreds of inventions. Mr. Gordon can be contacted for his first-hand eight years of independent knowledge
of EYEQ, and Ron Ace.

Document #D-15
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$0.00

Every 3-wk dividend disburpsement

$0.00

$19,261
11,695
0.00%
$0.00

$48,805
29,633
0.00%
$0.00

$123,664
75,084
0.00%
$0.01

$313,345
190,252
0.01%
$0.03

$793,967
482,069
0.01%
$0.08

$2,011,791
1,221,488
0.03%
$0.20

$5,097,570
3,095,064
0.09%
$0.52

$12,916,458
7,842,415
0.22%
$4.58

$114,549,111
19,871,474
0.55%
$4.10

$102,624,045
18,881,722
0.52%
$4.29

$107,263,836
19,735,393
0.55%
$4.32

$108,098,319
18,752,419
0.52%

$4.49

$112,211,881
19,466,021
0.54%

$4.02

$100,530,131
18,496,464
0.51%

*1yr EyeQ EPS $34.97

$4.05

$101,223,312
18,624,002
0.52%

$34.97

166,380,054
4.62%

*

$874,362,387 *

ONE WK VACATION
$432,588,142

$76,183,232
15,675,562
0.44%

$75,948,822
15,627,330
0.43%

$75,715,133
15,579,246
0.43%

$75,482,164
15,531,309
0.43%

$75,249,911
15,483,521
0.43%

$75,018,373
15,435,879
0.43%

$74,787,547
15,388,384
0.43%

$74,557,432
15,341,035
0.43%

$74,328,024
15,293,832
0.42%

$74,099,322
15,246,774
0.42%

$3.06
$3.05
$3.04
$3.03
$3.02
$3.01
$3.00
$2.99
$2.98
$2.97
$2.96
<-------------------------------------------------- ~11 ads/day maintained on 1000 broadcast TV stations ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->

$76,418,365
15,466,174
0.43%

$2.95

$73,871,324
15,199,861
0.42%

$2.95

$73,644,028
15,153,092
0.42%

$2.94

$73,417,431
15,106,467
0.42%

$2.92

$72,966,327
15,013,647
0.42%

$2.91

$72,741,815
14,967,452
0.42%

* Yr 1 + Yr 2 EPS $85.68

$2.93

$73,191,531
15,059,986
0.42%

IPO time? @$1000/sh

**

$85.68 24 mo tot

260,569,552
7.24%

$1,267,620,782 *

Nevertheless, such a speculatve opportunity represents a greater than $1 trillion completely NEW, and, by that time, a heavily-funded totally new global direct-sales EyeQ business plan.

** Year-3 and beyond can be a continuation of a global expansion. However, a presenty in-hand (but not yet patented) vastly improved 500,000-hour LED longevity invention is likely to be introduced in year-3, leading to a possible domination of the entire global LED lighting industry.

The most outstanding feature of this unique TV campaign is it's novel very rapid 3-week cycle exponential advertising growth curve, permited by starting the entire campaign with a "Crowdfunding" model (fully disclosed very delayed product deliveries). The long delays slowly vanish in year-one so that
the entire campaign automatically transitions itself into a continuous regular fast global delivery direct sales busness model for many more years.
One simple example of the exponential effects of the above spreadsheet might help. The above conservative entire projection assumes only 1.1 package of two lightbulbs, when in fact, some people will likely order more than one $20 package. If the projection is recalculated assuming
an average of 1.5 packages of lightbulbs, and the product costs are also increased by 1.5 times, the 1st year profits rise from $800 mln to unreasonably high billions.
Such an un-corrected recalculation fails in several ways, but it serves to illustrate the uniqueness of exponential (compound) advertising, and it also serves to illustrate the conservative assumptions (minimum unit sales). In other words, a single-unit sales assumption is too conservative, and
more than the 1.1 minimum unit sales is likely. Moreover, at least some free viral advertising effects is a certainty.
One additional "exponential" hypothetical recalculation example was run by upping the year-1 response rate from 0.2% to a more-typical 1.0% rate, which resulted in a crashed multi-trillion dollar year-1 profit projection. Thus, an exponential 0.2% is conservative.

The above projections can only be validated by actual testing. The $12 CPM (cost per 1000) ad number employed is believed to be on the high side; the 0.2% conversion assumption on the low side; and the total U.S. lightbulb market size is estimated at 30 bulbs in each of the 120 million U.S. residences.
The projected USA annual advertising budget in year-one is assumed achievable (Geico's direct sales budget is $600 mln). The larger year-2 GLOBAL budget is speculative. The above projections contain no viral effects, but at least SOME viral effects plus free editorials ARE expected to add to the projections.
Throughout the projection, each individual sale is maintained at only 1.1 packets of 2 lightbulbs (the AVERAGE qty per purchase). Only a small fractional AVERAGE sale increase per sale produces a DRAMATICALLY EXPONENTIAL increase in the entire projections.
The opening day campaign testing budget is purposely set very small to help confirm many of the projected assumptions. Thus, the entire projections are considered CONSERVATIVE, subject to actual testing.

THE HIGHLY CONSERVATIVE ADVERTISING THEME

EXPLANATION: Two-week ad campaign blitz cycles continue in year-2, with one-week pause to place more ads. The Crowdfunding concept is long past in the middle of year-one. Year two is a normal fast product delivery.

Every 3-wk dividend disbursement

60% gross profit retained
LED Bulbs to RAPIDLY deliver
world SATuration 7.2 bln bulbs

< ----------------------------------------Airing budget capped at ~$50 million to not far-exceed Geico's $600 million annual campaigns------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ONE FULL YEAR ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->
See Explanation -----------> 18th 3 weeks
19th 3 weeks 20th 3 weeks 21st 3-weeks 22nd 3 weeks 23rd 3 weeks 24th 3 weeks
25th 3 weeks 26th 3 weeks
27th 3 weeks
28th 3 weeks
29th 3 weeks
30th 3 weeks
31st 3 weeks
32nd 3 weeks
33rd 3 weeks
34th 3 week blitz 2 FULL YEARS (104 weeks)
YEAR-2 GLOBAL TV airing budget
$50,265,065 $50,945,577 $50,788,821
$50,632,548
$50,476,756
$50,321,443
$50,166,607 $50,012,249
$49,858,365
$49,704,954
$49,552,016
$49,399,548
$49,247,550
$49,096,019
$48,944,954
$48,794,354
$48,644,218
$846,851,044 850mln/yr
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
Global ads
Total TV impressions
3,866,543,488 3,918,890,538 3,906,832,413 3,894,811,391 3,882,827,356 3,870,880,195 3,858,969,794 3,847,096,041 3,835,258,822 3,823,458,026
3,811,693,540
3,799,965,252
3,788,273,051
3,776,616,826
3,764,996,467
3,753,411,862
3,741,862,903
0.2% conversion @1.1x $20+$5 SH
$208,793,348 $211,620,089 $210,968,950 $210,319,815 $209,672,677 $209,027,531
$208,384,369 $207,743,186
$207,103,976
$206,466,733
$205,831,451
$205,198,124
$204,566,745
$203,937,309
$203,309,809
$202,684,241
$202,060,597
Obligation $5.5+$5 fast shipping
$81,429,406 $84,648,036 $84,387,580
$84,127,926
$83,869,071
$83,611,012
$83,353,748 $83,097,274
$82,841,591
$82,586,693
$82,332,580
$82,079,249
$81,826,698
$81,574,923
$81,323,924
$81,073,696
$80,824,239
Spendable on more TV
$127,363,942 $126,972,053 $126,581,370 $126,191,889 $125,803,606 $125,416,518
$125,030,621 $124,645,912
$124,262,386
$123,880,040
$123,498,871
$123,118,874
$122,740,047
$122,362,385
$121,985,886
$121,610,544
$121,236,358

$4.26

$106,529,290
19,600,245
0.54%

EXPLANATION: Spread ads over 2 week period. Then pause one week to place more ads for another 2 week airing blitz. Conservative conversion assumption is only 0.2% in both years. NOTE that the 1st 4 months is all crowdfunding. Thereafter, normal fast product delvery speeds.

$7,602
4,615
0.00%

30% and 60% gross profit retained
LED Bulbs to deliver 4 mo later
USA SATuration of 3.6 bln bulbs

< ------------ASSUME 2 CONTINUOUS WEEKS OF AIRING AND 1 WEEK BREATHER---------->
ONE ENTIRE YEAR -------------------------->
See explnation ------>
1st 3 weeks
2nd 3 weeks 3rd 3 wks
4th 3 weeks
5th 3 weeks
6th 3 weeks
7th 3 weeks
8th 3 weeks 9th 3 weeks
10th 3 weeks
11th 3 weeks
12th 3 weeks
13th 3 week airing 14th 3 week airing 15th 3 week airing 16th 3 week airing 17th 3 week airing
Starting TV airing cash budget
$12,000
$30,406
$77,045
$195,219
$494,655
$1,253,379
$3,175,870
$8,047,166
$20,390,280
$51,665,832
$49,092,476
$51,312,023
$48,756,289
$50,960,636
$48,422,404
$50,611,656
$48,090,806
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
Total TV impressions
923,077
2,338,935
5,926,501
15,016,842
38,050,368
96,413,779
244,297,684 619,012,746 1,568,483,065 3,974,294,782
3,776,344,330
3,947,078,667
3,750,483,787
3,920,048,929
3,724,800,338
3,893,204,292
3,699,292,771
0.2% conversion @1.1 x $20 +$5 SH
$62,308
$157,878
$400,039
$1,013,637
$2,568,400
$6,507,930
$16,490,094 $41,783,360
$105,872,607
$268,264,898
$254,903,242
$266,427,810
$253,157,656
$264,603,303
$251,424,023
$262,791,290
$249,702,262
Obligation $5.5 + $5 ship 4mo later
$24,300
$61,572
$156,015
$395,318
$1,001,676
$2,538,093
$6,431,137 $16,295,511
$41,290,317
$104,623,310
$99,412,264
$103,906,846
$98,731,486
$103,195,288
$98,055,369
$102,488,603
$97,383,882
Spendable on more TV (keep 30%)
$38,008
$96,306
$244,024
$618,318
$1,566,724
$3,969,837
$10,058,957 $25,487,850
$64,582,290
$163,641,588
$155,490,978
$162,520,964
$154,426,170
$161,408,015
$153,368,654
$160,302,687
$152,318,380

EyeQ's MAIN THEME: THE WORLD'S TOP COLORVISION - SO GOOD THAT EVEN 300,000,000 COLORBLIND HOUSEHOLDS CAN SEE COLORS FOR THE FIRST TIME. ESPECIALLY VITAL TO PRE-SCHOOL KIDS AND STUDENTS.

This 3-week “compound advertising” schedule is the recommended rapid business plan.
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$96,761,261
20,106,236
0.28%

$95,954,917
19,938,684
0.28%

$95,155,293
19,772,528
0.27%

$92,932,600
19,607,757
0.27%

$96,328,214
20,016,252
0.28%

$182,444
83,403
0.00%

$94,078,123
19,849,450
0.28%

$372,489
170,281
0.00%

$97,020,681
20,160,141
0.56%

$96,212,175
19,992,140
0.56%

$94,615,320
19,660,326
0.55%

$93,826,859
19,496,490
0.54%

$93,044,969
19,334,019
0.54%

$94,444,119
19,926,671
0.28%

$3,170,064
1,449,172
0.04%

$92,269,594
19,172,903
0.53%

$91,500,681
19,013,128
0.53%

$90,738,175
18,854,686
0.52%

24th 2 weeks 25th 2 weeks 26th 2 weeks
$47,932,257 $47,532,821 $47,136,714
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
3,994,354,722 3,961,068,432 3,928,059,529
$223,683,864 $221,819,832 $219,971,334
$83,881,449 $83,182,437 $82,489,250
$139,802,415 $138,637,395 $137,482,084

THE EXTRA CONSERVATIVE ADVERTISING THEME

$95,410,407
19,825,539
0.55%

$96,702,963
20,094,122
0.28%

$1,552,684
709,799
0.02%

1st year EyeQ EPS = $56.16

$97,515,593
20,262,980
0.28%

$760,498
347,656
0.01%

$89,982,024
18,697,563
0.52%

1st 2 wks Year2
$46,743,908
$12.00
3,895,325,699
$218,138,239
$81,801,840
$136,336,399

$97,894,962
20,341,810
0.28%

$6,472,214
2,958,726
0.08%

10th 2 weeks
$7,396,816
$12.00
616,401,298
$34,518,473
$12,944,427
$21,574,045

$89,232,173
18,541,750
0.52%

2nd 2 wks Year2
$46,354,376
$12.00
3,862,864,652
$216,320,421
$81,120,158
$135,200,263

$97,079,170
20,172,295
0.28%

$13,214,103
6,040,733
0.17%

11th 2 weeks
$15,101,832
$12.00
1,258,485,984
$70,475,215
$26,428,206
$44,047,009

$88,488,572
18,387,236
0.51%

3rd 2 wks Year2
$45,968,089
$12.00
3,830,674,113
$214,517,750
$80,444,156
$134,073,594

$96,270,177
20,004,193
0.28%

$40,468,190
12,333,163
0.34%

$87,751,167
18,234,009
0.51%

4th 2 wks Year2
$45,585,022
$12.00
3,798,751,829
$212,730,102
$79,773,788
$132,956,314

$95,467,926
19,837,491
0.28%

$87,019,908
18,082,059
0.50%

5th 2wks Year2
$45,205,147
$12.00
3,767,095,564
$210,957,352
$79,109,007
$131,848,345

$93,237,930
19,672,179
0.27%

$86,294,742
17,931,375
0.50%

6th 2 wks Year2
$44,828,437
$12.00
3,735,703,101
$209,199,374
$78,449,765
$130,749,609

$96,644,701
20,082,016
0.28%

6th 2 wks Year2
$50,205,039
$12.00
4,183,753,269
$234,290,183
$87,858,819
$146,431,364

$96,386,286
20,028,319
0.56%

12th 2 weeks 13th 2 week airing 14th 2 week airing 15th 2 week airing
$30,832,907
$49,461,121
$50,491,561
$50,070,798
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
2,569,408,884
4,121,760,085
4,207,630,087
4,172,566,503
$143,886,898
$230,818,565
$235,627,285
$233,663,724
$53,957,587
$86,556,962
$88,360,232
$87,623,897
$89,929,311
$144,261,603
$147,267,053
$146,039,828

$85,575,619
17,781,947
0.49%

7th 2wks Year2
$44,454,867
$12.00
3,704,572,241
$207,456,046
$77,796,017
$129,660,028

$94,387,217
19,914,666
0.28%

7th 2wks Year2
$49,786,664
$12.00
4,148,888,658
$232,337,765
$87,126,662
$145,211,103

$95,583,067
19,861,417
0.55%

$84,862,489
17,633,764
0.49%

8th 2 wks Year2
$44,084,410
$12.00
3,673,700,806
$205,727,245
$77,147,717
$128,579,528

$97,835,981
20,329,554
0.28%

8th 2 wks Year2
$50,823,886
$12.00
4,235,323,839
$237,178,135
$88,941,801
$148,236,334

$94,786,542
19,695,905
0.55%

16th 2 week airing 17th 2 week airing
$49,653,541
$49,239,762
$12.00
$12.00
4,137,795,116
4,103,313,490
$231,716,526
$229,785,555
$86,893,697
$86,169,583
$144,822,829
$143,615,972

2 year EyeQ EPS = $148.66

320,799,076
4.46% US + foreign

$3,716,616,645 *

Global ads

Capped @
$801,997,691 $100M/mo

104 week TOTALS

*EyeQ EPS= $86.91

339,928,886
4.72% US + foreign

$2,172,771,091 *

Global ads

Capped @
$849,822,214 $100M/mo

70 week totals

*EyeQ EPS = $21.76

123,735,104
3.44%

$544,079,943 *

34 WEEK TOTALS Capped @
$309,337,760 $50M/mo
US only

Management considers the above extreme compound growth curve excessively aggressive, and a less aggressive launch is planned.

The outstanding feature of this unique mere 0.1% conversion TV campaign is it's novel 2-week cycle exponential advertising growth curve, permited by initiating the entire campaign with a "Crowdfunding" model (fully disclosed very delayed product deliveries). The initial long delivery delays
slowly vanish in year-one so that the entire campaign automatically transitions itself into a continuous regular fast delivery direct sales program for many more years.
Minimum product sales involve $20 packets of two bulbs. However, many customers will surely purchase more that one packet. Although the exact AVERAGE purchase is highly speculative, the projections assume an average of 1.1 packets of 2 bulbs. The average COST of the average sold products are
tabulated on 2.2 bulbs purchased, each bulb costing less than $2.50, which further assumes high levied import tariffs imposed to be safe. Conservative etimates are employed throughout.

These projections can only be validated by actual testing. The $12 CPM (cost per 1000) ad number employed is believed to be on the high side, the "0.2%" conversion assumption on the low side, and the total U.S. lightbulb market size is estimated at 30 lightbulbs in each of the 120 million U.S. residences.
The ~$100 mln/mo projected Global advertising budget in year-two is hard to achieve. The above projections contain no viral effects, but at least SOME viral effects plus free editorials ARE expected to add to the projections.
Throughout the projection, each individual sale is maintained at only one packet of 2 lightbulbs (the minimum qty allowed per purchase). Assuming just a small fraction of more than one packet of lightbulb quantities per sale produces a DRAMATICALLY EXPONENTIAL increase in the entire projections.
The opening day campaign testing budget is purposely set very small to help confirm many of the projected assumptions previously mentioned. Thus, the entire projections are considered CONSERVATIVE, subject to actual testing.

66% gross profit retained
LED Bulbs to rapid deliver
USA SATuration of 3.6 bln bulbs

See terms
9th 2 wks Year2 10th 2 wks Year2 11th 2 wks Year2 12th 2 wks Year2 13th 2 wks Year2 14th 2 wks Year2
GLOBAL TV airing budget
$50,400,354
$49,980,351
$49,563,848
$49,150,816
$48,741,226
$48,335,049
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
Total TV impressions
4,200,029,473 4,165,029,228 4,130,320,651 4,095,901,312 4,061,768,801 4,027,920,728
.2% conversion @$19.95*1.10%+SH
$235,201,651 $233,241,637 $231,297,956 $229,370,473 $227,459,053 $225,563,561
Obligation $5.5 + $5 rapid ship
$88,200,619
$87,465,614
$86,736,734
$86,013,928
$85,297,145
$84,586,335
Spendable on more TV
$147,001,032 $145,776,023 $144,561,223 $143,356,546 $142,161,908 $140,977,225

64% and 66% gross profit retained
LED Bulbs to rapid deliver
GLOBAL saturation of 7.2 bln bulbs

$89,360
40,850
0.00%

9th 2 weeks
$3,622,930
$12.00
301,910,840
$16,907,007
$6,340,128
$10,566,879

5th 2wks Year2
$49,180,447
$12.00
4,098,370,549
$229,508,751
$86,065,782
$143,442,969

$43,768
20,008
0.00%

8th 2 weeks
$1,774,496
$12.00
147,874,697
$8,280,983
$3,105,369
$5,175,614

See terms TERMS: Spread ads over
18th22week
weeksperiod.19th
Then2 weeks
pause one week
20thto 2place
wks more21st
ads for
2 weeks
another 2 22nd
week2airing
weeksblitz. Conversion
23rd 2 weeks
assumption
24this only
2 weeks
0.25% in25th
both2years.
weeksNOTE26th
that2the
weeks
1st 4 months
1st 2 wks
is allYear2
crowdfunding.
2nd 2Thereafter,
wks Year2 normal3rd
fast2 product
wks Year2delvery4th
speeds.
2 wks Year2
GLOBAL TV airing budget
$50,265,590
$49,846,710
$49,431,321
$49,019,393
$50,040,631
$49,623,626
$50,657,451 $50,235,306 $49,816,678
$50,854,526
$50,430,738
$50,010,482
$49,593,728
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
Total TV impressions
4,188,799,187 4,153,892,528 4,119,276,756 4,084,949,450 4,170,052,564 4,135,302,126 4,221,454,253 4,186,275,468 4,151,389,839 4,237,877,127
4,202,561,485
4,167,540,139
4,132,810,638
.2% conversion @$19.95*110%+SH
$234,572,754 $232,617,982 $230,679,498 $228,757,169 $233,522,944 $231,576,919
$236,401,438 $234,431,426 $232,477,831
$237,321,119
$235,343,443
$233,382,248
$231,437,396
Obligation $5.5 + $5 shipping
$87,964,783
$87,231,743
$86,504,812
$85,783,938
$87,571,104
$86,841,345
$88,650,539 $87,911,785 $87,179,187
$88,995,420
$88,253,791
$87,518,343
$86,789,023
Spendable on more TV
$146,607,972 $145,386,238 $144,174,686 $142,973,231 $145,951,840 $144,735,574
$147,750,899 $146,519,641 $145,298,644
$148,325,699
$147,089,652
$145,863,905
$144,648,372

$21,438
9,800
0.00%

7th 2 weeks
$869,141
$12.00
72,428,423
$4,055,992
$1,520,997
$2,534,995
$97,196,255
20,196,624
0.56%

$10,500
4,800
0.00%

6th 2 weeks
$425,702
$12.00
35,475,146
$1,986,608
$744,978
$1,241,630
$93,770,042
19,784,448
0.55%

30% and 70% gross profit retained
LED Bulbs to deliver 4 mo later
USA SATuration of 3.6 bln bulbs

< ------------ASSUME 2 CONTINUOUS WEEKS OF AIRING AND 1 WEEK BREATHER---------->
See terms
1st 1 week airing
2nd 2 weeks
3rd 2 wks 4th 1 week airing
5th 2 weeks
Starting USA TV airing budget
$12,000
$24,500
$50,021
$102,126
$208,507
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
$12.00
Total TV impressions
1,000,000
2,041,667
4,168,403
8,510,489
17,375,582
.2% conversion @$19.95*110%+SH
$56,000
$114,333
$233,431
$476,587
$973,033
Obligation $7.5 + $5 ship 4mo later
$21,000
$42,875
$87,536
$178,720
$364,887
Spendable on more TV
$35,000
$71,458
$145,894
$297,867
$608,145

EyeQ's AD THEME: THE WORLD'S TOP COLORVISION - SO GOOD THAT EVEN 300,000,000 COLORBLIND HOUSEHOLDS CAN SEE COLORS FOR THE FIRST TIME. ESPECIALLY VITAL TO PRE-SCHOOL KIDS AND STUDENTS - WHILE ALSO ENERGY SAVING $220 PER LIGHTBULB

The following more-rapid plan is optional. It merely illustrates the power of 2-wk “compound advertising”

11

3 DAY THEORETICAL MAXIMUM ADVERTISING RECYCLE-TIME SPREADSHEET

$0.00 x

Every 3-day dividend disburpsement

$0.00

11,695
0.00%

$19,261

$0.00

29,633
0.00%

$48,805

$0.00

75,084
0.00%

$123,664

$0.01

190,252
0.01%

$313,345

$0.03

482,069
0.01%

$793,967

$0.20

1,221,488
0.03%

$5,029,479

$0.44

1,934,415
0.05%

$10,991,635

$0.43

1,899,335
0.05%

$10,635,896

9th 3 days
$4,938,271
$13.00
379,866,992
$25,641,022
$9,999,999
$15,641,023

$0.43

1,925,049
0.05%

$10,779,890

10th 3 days
$5,005,127
$13.00
385,009,807
$25,988,162
$10,135,383
$15,852,779

$0.44

1,951,111
0.05%

$11,086,507

11th 3 days
$5,072,889
$13.00
390,222,247
$26,340,002
$10,272,601
$16,067,401

$0.44

1,915,729
0.05%

$10,885,457

12th 3 days
$4,980,894
$13.00
383,145,717
$25,862,336
$10,086,311
$15,776,025

$0.44

1,941,665
0.05%

$11,032,830

13th 3 days
$5,048,328
$13.00
388,332,921
$26,212,472
$10,222,864
$15,989,608

$7,440,070
1,530,879
0.04%

19th 3 DAYS
$4,975,355
$13.00
382,719,648
$20,666,861
$8,266,744
$12,400,117
$7,293,558
1,526,168
0.04%

20th 3 DAYS
$4,960,047
$13.00
381,542,049
$20,603,271
$8,241,308
$12,361,962
$7,579,214
1,559,509
0.04%

21st 3-DAYS
$5,068,405
$13.00
389,877,276
$21,053,373
$8,421,349
$12,632,024
$7,555,894
1,554,711
0.04%

22nd 3 Days
$5,052,809
$13.00
388,677,653
$20,988,593
$8,395,437
$12,593,156
$7,532,645
1,549,927
0.04%

23rd 3 DAYS
$5,037,262
$13.00
387,481,722
$20,924,013
$8,369,605
$12,554,408
$7,509,467
1,545,158
0.04%

24th 3 DAYS
$5,021,763
$13.00
386,289,470
$20,859,631
$8,343,853
$12,515,779
$7,486,361
1,540,404
0.04%

25th 3 days
$5,006,312
$13.00
385,100,888
$20,795,448
$8,318,179
$12,477,269
$7,463,326
1,535,664
0.04%

26th 3 DAYS
$4,990,908
$13.00
383,915,962
$20,731,462
$8,292,585
$12,438,877
$7,440,362
1,530,939
0.04%

27th 3 DAYS
$4,975,551
$13.00
382,734,682
$20,667,673
$8,267,069
$12,400,604
$7,293,844
1,526,228
0.04%

28th 3 DAYS
$4,960,241
$13.00
381,557,037
$20,604,080
$8,241,632
$12,362,448

$0.30
$0.30
$0.29
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.30
$0.29
<-------------------------------------------------- ~11 ads/day maintained on 1000 broadcast TV stations ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------->

$7,463,033
1,510,430
0.04%

18th 3 DAYS
$4,908,897
$13.00
377,607,425
$20,390,801
$7,952,412
$12,438,389

$0.30

$7,453,187
1,559,570
0.04%

29th 3 DAYS
$5,068,604
$13.00
389,892,590
$21,054,200
$8,421,680
$12,632,520

$0.30

$7,430,254
1,554,772
0.04%

30th 3 DAYS
$5,053,008
$13.00
388,692,921
$20,989,418
$8,395,767
$12,593,651

$0.31

$7,721,264
1,588,737
0.04%

31st 3 DAYS
$5,163,397
$13.00
397,184,366
$21,447,956
$8,579,182
$12,868,773

$0.45

1,958,424
0.05%

$11,128,057

16th 3 days
$5,091,901
$13.00
391,684,717
$26,438,718
$10,311,100
$16,127,618

$0.31

$7,673,822
1,578,976
0.04%

33rd 3 DAYS
$5,131,671
$13.00
394,743,915
$21,316,171
$8,526,469
$12,789,703

$0.31

$7,650,210
1,574,117
0.04%

34th 3 DAY blitz
$5,115,881
$13.00
393,529,318
$21,250,583
$8,500,233
$12,750,350

2nd 60-D EPS= $5.11

$0.31

$7,697,506
1,583,849
0.04%

32nd 3 DAYS
$5,147,509
$13.00
395,962,260
$21,381,962
$8,552,785
$12,829,177

$0.43

1,922,908
0.05%

$10,767,902

*

365 day EPS =

$30.14

$5.11 **2nd 60-day tot

26,350,037
0.73%

$127,684,017 *

2nd 60 DAY CROWDFUNDING BLITZ
$85,637,619 600mln/yr
Global ads

Annual EPS = 6X 60 DAYS = $27.63

$4.61

21,302,188
0.59%

$115,140,342 *

17th 3 day airing 60 DAYS CROWDFUNDING TOTAL
$4,999,562
$55,385,689
$13.00
384,581,665
$25,959,262
$10,124,112
$15,835,150

*60 dayEyeQ EPS $4.61

$0.43

1,932,264
0.05%

$10,820,290

15th 3 days
$5,023,886
$13.00
386,452,741
$26,085,560
$10,173,368
$15,912,192

Chinese-dominated global LED lighting industry. Nevertheless, such a speculatve opportunity represents a greater than $1 trillion completely NEW restart of the LED industry, and, by that time, a heavily-funded totally new global direct-sales EyeQ business model.

** Year-2 and beyond can be a continuation of a global expansion at about $5/share every 60 days ($30/share annually). However, a presenty in-hand (but not yet patented) vastly improved 500,000-hour LED longevity invention is likely to be introduced in year-2, leading to a possible REVERSAL of the

The most outstanding feature of this unique TV campaign is it's novel very rapid 3-week cycle exponential advertising growth curve, permited by starting the entire campaign with a "Crowdfunding" model (fully disclosed very delayed product deliveries). The long delays slowly vanish in year-one so that
the entire campaign automatically transitions itself into a continuous regular fast global delivery direct sales busness model for many more years.
One simple example of the exponential effects of the above spreadsheet might help. The above conservative entire projection assumes only 1.1 package of two lightbulbs, when in fact, some people will likely order more than one $20 package. If the projection is recalculated assuming
an average of 1.5 packages of lightbulbs, and the product costs are also increased by 1.5 times, the 1st year profits rise from $800 mln to unreasonably high billions.
Such an un-corrected recalculation fails in several ways, but it serves to illustrate the uniqueness of exponential (compound) advertising, and it also serves to illustrate the conservative assumptions (minimum unit sales). In other words, a single-unit sales assumption is too conservative, and
more than the 1.1 minimum unit sales is likely. Moreover, at least some free viral advertising effects is a certainty.
One additional "exponential" hypothetical recalculation example was run by upping the year-1 response rate from 0.2% to a more-typical 1.0% rate, which resulted in a crashed multi-trillion dollar year-1 profit projection. Thus, an exponential 0.2% is conservative.

The above projections can only be validated by actual testing. The $13 CPM (cost per 1000) ad number employed is believed to be on the high side; the 0.25% conversion assumption on the low side; and the total U.S. lightbulb market size is estimated at 30 bulbs in each of the 120 million U.S. residences.
The projected USA annual advertising budget in year-one is assumed achievable (Geico's direct sales budget is $600 mln). The larger year-2 GLOBAL budget is speculative. The above projections contain no viral effects, but at least SOME viral effects plus free editorials ARE expected to add to the projections.
Throughout the projection, each individual sale is maintained at only 1.1 packets of 2 lightbulbs (the AVERAGE qty per purchase). Only a small fractional AVERAGE sale increase per sale produces a DRAMATICALLY EXPONENTIAL increase in the entire projections.
The opening day campaign testing budget is purposely set very small to help confirm many of the projected assumptions. Thus, the entire projections are considered CONSERVATIVE, subject to actual testing.

THE HIGHLY CONSERVATIVE ADVERTISING THEME

EXPLANATION: Every 3 days, maximum cash is recycled to more advertising The Crowdfunding model ends at about 120 days. Thereafter, fast product delivery is phased in and maintained indefinitely.

Every 3-wk dividend disbursement

60% gross profit retained
LED Bulbs to RAPIDLY deliver
world SATuration 7.2 bln bulbs

See Explanation ----------->
YEAR-2 GLOBAL TV airing budget
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
Total TV impressions
0.2% conversion @1.1x $20+$5 SH
Obligation $5.5+$5 fast shipping
Spendable on more TV

$0.43

1,906,453
0.05%

$10,675,757

14th 3 days
$4,956,778
$13.00
381,290,652
$25,737,119
$10,037,476
$15,699,643

EXPLANATION: Spread ads over 3 DAY period. Then forward on a daily basis more ads on a daily schedule, higher ads. Conservative conversion assumption is only 0.2%. NOTE that the 1st ~4 months is all crowdfunding delayed delivery. Thereafter, normal fast product delvery speeds.

LED Bulbs to deliver 4 mo later
USA SATuration of 3.6 bln bulbs

$7,602 x
4,615 x
0.00% x

< ------------AFTER FIRST LAUNCH WEEK, ASSUME DAILY CASHFLOW TO MEDIA BROKERS------------------------------------------------------------>
1st trial wk 3d 2nd 3 days
3rd 3 days
4th 3 days
5th 3 days
6th 3 days
7th 3 days
8th 3 days
$12,000 x
$30,406
$77,045
$195,219
$494,655
$1,253,379
$3,175,870
$5,029,479
$13.00 x
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
$13.00
923,077 x
2,338,935
5,926,501
15,016,842
38,050,368
96,413,779
244,297,684
386,882,966
$62,308 x
$157,878
$400,039
$1,013,637
$2,568,400
$6,507,930
$16,490,094
$26,114,600
$24,300 x
$61,572
$156,015
$395,318
$1,001,676
$2,538,093
$6,431,137
$10,184,694
x
$38,008
$96,306
$244,024
$618,318
$1,566,724
$3,969,837
$10,058,957
$15,929,906

20% and 70% gross profit retained

See explnation ------>
Starting 3-day TV airing budget
Cost per 1000 (60 sec)
Total TV impressions
0.25% conversion @1.1x $20+$5 SH
Obligation $5.5 + $5 ship 4mo later
Spendable on more TV

EyeQ's MAIN THEME: THE WORLD'S TOP COLORVISION - SO GOOD THAT EVEN 300,000,000 COLORBLIND HOUSEHOLDS CAN SEE COLORS FOR THE FIRST TIME. ESPECIALLY VITAL TO PRE-SCHOOL KIDS AND STUDENTS.

The below 3-day theoretical fastest TV recycling plan is speculative, illustrating maximum compound advertising growth.

